Microsoft Partner Quote Sheet

“For many years, Windows has enabled partners to design the broadest array of devices – across form factors, styles, and features – to power businesses, educate students and delight billions of consumers around the world. With Windows 11, we will continue to deliver new experiences across our partners’ device portfolios. The next generation of innovation starts now.”

Nicole Dezen – Microsoft, VP, Device Partner Sales

Acer, Co-OO – Tiffany Huang: “Acer is excited about partnering with Microsoft to bring Windows 11 to our joint customers. From mobile professionals on-the-go with Swift and TravelMate notebooks, to creators on ConceptD PCs, and gamers gaming on the latest Predator PCs, Windows 11 will bring innovative new experiences to users across the board.”

AMD, Corporate VP & GM OEM Client – Jason Banta: “AMD is proud of our long collaboration with Microsoft. We partnered deeply to bring cleaner and faster interaction with the PC, while building upon the performance, security, and privacy our customers expect. Congratulations to Microsoft on Windows 11.”

ASUS, Corporate Senior Vice President – Eric Chen: “The long-term partnership between ASUS and Microsoft has brought groundbreaking experiences to all types of users around the world. We are excited to have Windows 11 on ASUS devices, offering a new design, personalized content, and enhanced human-device connection. Together, ASUS and Microsoft are empowering users and delivering tomorrow’s innovations, today.”

Dell Technologies, Senior Vice President and GM, Client Product Group – Rahul Tikoo: “Dell and Microsoft are changing the game with the announcement of Windows 11. New Windows experiences combined with our ongoing investments in immersive visuals, collaboration, connectivity and intelligence are world-class when experienced on Dell PCs. Together we are enabling this new ‘do anything from anywhere’ world.”

HP, Chief Technologist and VP, Customer Experience and Portfolio Strategy, Personal Systems – Mike Nash: “The PC is essential, enabling people to create, consume, and collaborate in unique
and authentic ways. At HP, our ambition is to empower people with breakthrough PC experiences no matter where they work, play, or learn. We’re excited about Windows 11 because it helps build on that promise.”

Intel, CVP, Sales & Marketing – Steve Long: “Windows 11 coupled with the Intel Evo platforms showcases advancements only possible through in-depth co-engineering across hardware and software. The result is leading experiences in collaboration, creation, productivity, gaming, and entertainment, so we can continue to offer the most premium computing experiences for all of our customers.”

Lenovo, CMO of Intelligent Devices Group – Emily Ketchen: “Lenovo and Microsoft have been longstanding partners in bringing our shared customers faster, safer, more intuitive Windows experiences on Lenovo PCs. As the new generation of consumers, gamers, students, and businesses evolve, we look forward to exceeding their expectations with new and better experiences on Lenovo’s Smarter PCs with Windows 11.”

Qualcomm, SVP & GM of Mobile, Compute, and Infrastructure – Alex Katouzian: “Qualcomm Technologies and Microsoft are redefining computing, helping OEMs deliver innovative Windows devices powered by Snapdragon compute platforms. We are excited to continue innovating with Windows 11 and Snapdragon’s leading capabilities like 5G, AI, Camera, and security. Congratulations Microsoft. We look forward to enabling incredible user experiences on Windows 11!”

Samsung Electronics, VP, Marketing Team, Mobile Communications Business – Matthew Leem: “Through collaboration with Microsoft, Samsung is developing hardware and software to shape the Galaxy and Windows experience, optimizing mobile-first users' seamless phone-to-PC connection. We are excited for the next generation of PCs and starting a new chapter in mobile computing history for the consumers.”